Suitable for a variety of Truck and Trailer Bodies,
Refrigerated Truck Bodies, Truck Tool Boxes and
Marine Applications.

P

eterson is excited to introduce a new LED interior
light that’s not just a new product, but an innovave, be%er
way of lighng interior spaces
on cargo vehicles.

directly under a recessed light,
a series of 359 cove lights
located strategically around the
vehicle or trailer interior banishes shadowy corners with a
ﬂood of even, distributed light.

The new 359 surface mount
white interior cove light is a
dramac improvement over
tradional recessed ceiling
lights. This new light surface
mounts, eliminang the need
for a mounng pan, in-wall
conduit or inaccessible wiring.

These new lights cost less to
purchase and install per vehicle
than old, recessed ceiling lights
- even when equipped with the
recommended higher number
of lights.

Instead of creang a hotspot

Furthermore, energy consumpon is also reduced, thanks to
reduced amp draw.

359 Great White®
LED Interior Cove Light
• Long LED interior cove light.
• Distributes light more eﬀecvely than
tradional recessed dome lights.

• No mounng pan needed, so the R-value
of insulated cargo areas is not reduced.

• Easy and versale surface screw
mounng.

• Vercal and horizontal mounng points
a%ach to any ﬂat surface.

Photometric data proves that the new 359 interior lighng system
provides more eﬃcient, more evenly distributed light through the
vehicle compare to recessed ceiling units.
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• 90mm lead wires
Part Number

Descripon

359-1

White Interior Cove Light L.O.A. 195mm,
4 LED’s, 300 lumens, mul-volt.

359-2

White Interior Cove Light L.O.A. 350mm,
6 LED’s, 400 lumens, mul-volt.

359-3

White Interior Cove Light L.O.A. 500mm,
12 LED’s, 800 lumens, mul-volt.

